Introduction.
A problem of van der Waerden concerns the inequality Per(X) ^ra!/ran for a doubly stochastic matrix X of order ra, i.e., having all elements x¿/s_0 and all row and column sums unity. The permanent Per(X) is defined, as a function of the x,y, just as is the determinant, except that all signs are taken positive. (Cf. [2] .) We prove it here for the very special case of such a matrix X with one arbitrary row Xi, • • • , x" of non-negative numbers with sum 1, all ra -1 remaining rows being (1-Xi)/(ra -1), • • • , (1 -xn)/(ra -1). For such an X, the above inequality is tantamount to
where the bracket omits the factor (1 -x¡). Even this special case has some interesting consequences. For example, the left side is -F'(l), where
so that (1) is equivalent to (2) <ri -2<r, + 3<r,-+ (-l)""1«^ ^ ((« -1)/»)*"*, 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. Proof of an inequality. With little additional trouble we prove a result somewhat stronger than (1), namely the Theorem. If for n~^2, Xy ■ ■ ■ , xnare non-negative real numbers ^1 with sum x^3/2, then
Proof is by induction on «2:2. Since Xi(l-x2)+x2(l-xi) =x -2xix2 x -2(x/2)2 for arbitrary non-negative x¡ with sum x, we fix »^3, and » numbers x¡ with sumx£13/2, so ordered that l^Xi^ • • • ^xn =; 0. Clearly xn è x/n. Write
Define Since we may write x¡ = yj-(k -l) ■ (1 -y¡), we see that
Using the bounds on 5' and P,
Since f (x/n) = So, it suffices to show that f(xn) ^f(x/n) on 0^x" gx/». This is apparent graphically from the nature of where ra -1-x+xn>0, and the first of the zeros in square brackets is less than the second. If the first zero is nonpositive, the conclusion is clear. The alternative case can only occur when ra = 3 (i.e., in the first induction step), and it then suffices to know that /(0) = So è/(*/») = So in case ra = 3, which is obvious since xg3/2. Q.E.D.
Actually, the inequality So à So for all ra^3, 0^x^3/2, is a corollary of the theorem, since Xi= • • • =x"_i = x/(ra -1), x" = 0 is an admissible set of values, for which S=S¿ (cf. (6)).
The upper bound 3/2 on x is the best possible constant value since (5) is false for ra = 3, Xi = x2 = x/2, X3 = 0, with any x on 3/2<x^2.
And of course a sum x ^ 2 allows two x¡ to be unity and (5) is manifestly false for ra > x.
One can see from the induction that equality holds in (5) if and only if all Xy=x/ra, except in the one additional case ra = 3, x = 3/2, with one x;-= 0 and the other two equal to 3/4.
As another consequence of the theorem, we note the The significance of the theorem for permanents is of course that
where X is a matrix with rows as prescribed in §1, the x¡ satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Note that this X has column sums 1, and the factor in square brackets above is the product of its row sums.
3. Remark on the general case. Let X be an arbitrary doubly stochastic matrix and denote by Xi the matrix of type in §1, based on the tth row of X. Then we have the inequalities
(1/ra) E Per(X.) ^ (Ü Per^))1'» ^ min Per(Z.) > ra!/ra», and the desired result would follow if any one of these were less than or equal to Per(X). Actually one can show, for » = 3, that 3 Per(X) à Per(X0 + Per(X2) + Per(X8), but the method offers no hope of generalization. Even the analogue of the theorem for two arbitrary rows has interesting applications to infinite products and series which seem to be true in the cases tried, but no proof is in sight.
